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INTRODUCTION
 

Education in the system analysis of watershed management consists of
 

both the acquisition of factualknowledge and the development of a decision
 

making capacity.
 

Simple answers to the complex problems facing land managers today are,
 

increasingly, less possible. 
The practicing land manager must wrestle with
 

problems having complex biological, sociological, and economic attributes.
 

He has to synthesize information from .diverse 
areas of knowledge, apply the
 

information 
to solving problems and be adaptPble to change. 

This requires a basic understanding of the biotic, physical and human
 

environment, and most important, a faculty for quantification in order to
 

translate his understanding into planning and decision making.
 

The applied utility of computers 
can provide an efficient, and often the
 

only approach to obtaining solutions both to real world problems involving
 

.natural resources as well as the educational problem of training the managers
 

of these resources.
 

The Department ofWatershedManagement is developing an instructional
 

program utilizing a small inexpensive computer to train'natural resource mana

gers'with the very system that will become one of,the most important tools
 

in their profession.
 

The machine itself does not teach.' It simply'brings thestudent in contac
 
with the persons who composed the material it presents. It can bring expert
 

specialists into contact with an indefinite number of students.' The use of a
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machine,may suggest that the approach is impersonal but the effect on the
 

student,'is surprisingly like that of a private tutor.
 

The comparison holds in several respects. There is constant exchange
 

between program and student. Unlike lecturers, textbooks and the usual audio

visual aids, the machine does not simply present something to be learned; it
 

induces sustained activity. The student is always alert and busy. Like a
 

good tutor the machine insists that a given point be thoroughly understood
 

before the student moves on.
 

Like a tutor, the machine presents just that material for which the student
 

is ready. 
It asks him to take only that step which he is at the moment best
 

equipped to take. Like a tutor the machine helps the student come up with
 

the right answer. 
It does this in part through the orderly construction of
 

the program and in part with techniques of hinting, prompting, suggesting, and

so on. 
The machine like the private tutor, reinforces the student for every
 

correct response using the feedback to shape behavior and hold interest.
 

Perhaps the greatest dimension the machine provides is the simulation
 

of complete systems. Complex management models subject to monetary, social
 

and physical constraints can be entered into the system to simulate empires
 

which the student land manager rules through his activities at critical decision
 

points. The results of his decisions on the allocation of man power and re

sources are extrapolated by the computer and the interaction of economic factors
 

demonstrated. Only through such computer programs can the student be given
 

.a feeling'for the interactions within the systems he will face in the field.
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THE SMALL COMPUTER
 

is,not newL., I' fact, if academicInstruction with the aid of computers 

important uses
soothsayers are correct teaching will become one 'of the most 

However, programs presently in use were develfor computers in the future. 


oped for the large facility; beyond the budgets of most institutions except
 

those in areas where commercial time sharing is possible and without question
 

beyond the reach of less developed countries.
 

Inexpensive small computers are available with,high capability, limited
 

only in the number of students that can be accomidated at any one time. It
 

simply remains necessary to develop the means that will fully utilize this
 

A concise computer language has been developed by the Department
capability. 


of Watershed Management expressly for small machines with only a few less
 

frills than those used by the massive facility. The absence of some of the
 

"extras" simply requires that more attention and ingenuity be given to course
 

content in order to effectively get the ideas to the student, which of course
 

is the aim of the program.
 

Instructional Computer'Language
 

The computer language deveioped for the program takes up only about 4K
 

of computer core where word size is 16 bits. "It-'is written in Fortran II in
 

order to allow it to be put on other brands,of computers with only,,slight
 

modifications.
 

,The computer language wili handle up to,254 frames ofprogrammed text.
 

-Each frame may have either a numeric (integer or real) or alphanumericresponse
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required from the student. Upon a response by the student to a given frame
 

the next:appropriate frame is then printed. Each frame has a two pass capa

bility i.e. the destination frame for a response by the student can be differ

ent the second time this frame is used, depending upon the coding set up by
 

the author who writes the course program inhis native language. This capa

bility allows for extremely complicated branching and reinforcement to be in

corporated into a particular lesson. The logic coding does not require know

ledge of computer programming and is easily learned. Programs, of course, 

can be written in any language and prepared for computer use by any competent
 

typist. 

At the onset of a lesson the student is asked his name. Thereafter his 

name is used by the computer in its communication to the student. If during 

the process of the lesson the student wishes to do a mathematical computation 

he need merely to type MATH which turns the teletype keyboard into a calcu

lator. He is then able to do the operations of: addition, subtraction, mul

tiplication, division, and exponentiation to a real number. At the end of 

his use of MATH the student links directly back to the lesson and give the 

response that the current frame requires. 

The student may type STOP at.any point which then recycles the lesson
 

to the beginning.
 

Innumeric responses the language allows a± 2% error to get around exact
 

bit match to the correct answer. The language also checks to see if the numeric
 

responses is off by one decimal place. If it is the student is informed of
 

this and'the reply is counted as correct.
 

A grading of the lesson routine is now being included for teaching student
 

progress in order to improve the course content and presentation techniques.
 



PRESENT STATUS
 

Three course,programs are presently being developed f6r th6emachine sim

ultaneously. One is a course in natural resource measurements another in
 

watershed hydrology and-a third in natural resource management systems. Rep

resentative segments from each, as actually conducted with a student, are
 

presented as examples on the following pages. It should be understood that
 

the segments presented represent only a portion of the complete program seg

ment. Some students complete a segment with a minimum dialogue with the
 

machine. Others require considerable reinforcing through remedial loops built
 

into the programs. The goal of the approach is to have at least 90 percent
 

of all students achieve a complete understanding of the material presented.
 

Natural Resource Measurement
 

The segment presented from the natural resource measurement course program
 

is one of three in a series dealing with the measurement of tree volumes. The
 

typical student is an undergraduate assumed to have a minimum mathematics
 

background and general acquaintance with the problem from classroom lecture. 

The course segment is intended as additional reinforcement. Although a single
 

example can not be taken as proof of the method, it may be significant that 

students going through the series averaged 15 percentage points higher on a 

test covering the material than did another group on a similar test given a
 

year'ago without the benefit of the machine.
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Watershed Hydrology
 

The segment on interception taken from the watershed hydrology course
 

program is the first in a series being developed on watershed hydrologic pro

cesses. The student will have a fair background in math and will have had
 

the usual array of natural resource courses, including basic hydrology. It
 

is the intent of the course to thoroughly acquaint the student with the present
 

state of art for quantifying hydrologic systems. Later segnents of the course
 

will employ complete hydrologic simulations of watersheds where the student
 

observes first hand the results of land management practices he may wish to
 

impose by manipulating relevent parameters in the simulation model.
 

Resource Management Systems
 

This course program employs the full capability of the computer both in 

conducting dialogue with the student and in its application as a computer 

per se. The program could be used by practicing land managers as well as college 

students. 

The segment presented here as an example is the twelfth segment of the
 

series. By the time the student reaches this point he has been led through
 

the necessary remedial algebra.(if he needs it), will have been introduced
 

to the concepts of optimization as well as the application of linear program

ming. A major portion of the series is devoted to helping the student quanti

tize realistic watershed management problems. He has been led through several,
 

successively more complex watershed situations and has at this time developed
 

equations that represent the following situation:
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What is the net return after expenses from a 1,000 acre water

shed, part or all of which may be treated by thinning or clearcutting,
 

or some combination thereof? Thinning will yield 20 dollars per acre
 

in both timber and water after expenses; clearcutting will yield
 

50 dollars. However, clearcutting will produce .5tons per acre
 
The total allowable
of sediment while thinning only .01 tons. 


sediment that can be produced is 20 tons for the entire watershed.
 

Thinning costs 130 dollars per acre; clearcutting 250 dollars.
 

The maximum funding allowable is 150,000 dollars for the watershed
 

treatment.
 

After the student has developed the equations describing the system, the
 

machine takes over and provides the solution. The student is shown how to
 

interpret the results and is led through a few examples where the restraints'
 

are varied. He is then asked to interpret the results. Finally he is turned
 

loose with the computer and allowed to experiment-at will with his watershed.
 



SAMPLE
 

OF COURSE SEGMENT FROM
 

NATURAL RESOURCE MEASUREMENT SERIES
 



WELCOME'TO OUh FIRST CAI LAB IN FOhEST MENSURATION. 
PLEASE TYPE YOUR FIRST NAME. 

JOHN
 

WELL* JOHN • DURING THIS SESSION WE WILL COVER SOME ASPECTS
 
OF THE DIhECT MEASUhEMENT OF INDIVIDUAL TREE AND LOG VOLUMES.
 

IT WOULD BE CONVENIENT IF TREE STEMS WERE TRUE CYLINDEhS. BUT
 

THIS IS NEVER THE CASE. EACH STEM HAS ITS OWN FOhM AND TAPER
 

AS WELL AS EACH POLE., LOG OR BOLT INTO WHICH IT MAY BE CUT. 
LET ME SEE IF YOU KNO THE DIFFE.ENCE BETWEEN TAPEh AND FORM.
 

THE DECREASE IN DIAMETER OF A TREE FROM ITS BASE TO ITS TIP IS'
 

CALLED?
 

TAPER'
 

CORRECT' JOHN
 
THE ONLY WAY TO MISS THISNEXT QUESTION IS TO MISSPELL.
 

THE SHAPE OF A TREE BOLE RESULTING FROM THE PARTICULAR WAY IT
 

TAPERS IS CALLED?
 

FROM
 

YOU DID IT EVEN AFTER I -WARNED YOU. BUT I THINK YOU KNOW THAT
 

THE ANSWER IS FORM.,
 

LET ME NOW SHOW YOU THE GEOMETRIC FORM.S THAT CAN BE USED TO DESCRIBE
 
AN.IDEAL TREE STEM

0 
0 0 

TOP 01 
0 , 
0 

0 
ol 
0 

PARAB'oLoID 

0 0 

0 0 
''MID 0 0 FRUSTRUM OF PARABOLOID 

0 , _0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 

0 0 

BOTTOM 0 ,0 FRUSTRUM OF NEILOID 
0 0 

WHAT'sEGMENT OF THE TREE STEM IS OF GREATEST INTEREST IN DERIVING
 
PRIMARY 'WOOD PRODUCTS? 

1 TOP 
2 MID 
3 BOTTOM 



-ANWERFWI TH? A NUMBEH 

2.
 

CORRECT, JOHN WE REALIZE THAT IN SOME CASES THE BOTTOM STUMP
 

PORTION MAY HAVE SPEqIALIZED USES. THE TOP ALSO, FOR LARGER TPEESP
 

MAY BE USED OCCASIONALLY FOR PULP.
 

LOOK AGAIN AT THE IDEALIZED STEM I DREW ABOVE, JOHN AN EQUATION
 

CALLED NEWTON'S FORMULA GIVES THE TRUE VOLUME OF EACH THESE GEOMETRIC
 

SEGMENTS. ITIS
 
V = (B + 4M + T) (L/6)
 

WHERE
 
V = VOLUME (CU. FT-)
 
B = CROSS SECTION AREA AT BASE OF SEGMENT (SQ. FT.)
 

M w CROSS SECTION AREA AT MID POINT OF SEGMENT (SQ. FT.)
 

T = ChOSS SECTION AREA AT TOP OF SEGMENT (SQ. FT.)
 

L = LENGTH OF SEGMENT (FT.)
 
THE CROSS SECTIONS ARE FOR THE STEM INSIDE THE BARK.
 

FIND Bp M AND T FOR A LOG OF THE FOLLOWING
HERE IS A PROBLEM FOR YOU. 

DIMENSI ONS-

DIAMETER AT BASE = 24.0 INCHES
 
DIAMETER AT MIDDLE = 22.5 INCHES
 

DIAMETER 
AT TOP = 21.5 INCHES
 

LOG LENGTH = 
 16 FEET
 

AVERAGE SINGLE BARK THICKNESS = .5 INCH
 

USE APPENDIX TABLE li PP. 262-271 IN AVERY.
 
B= ? (TO THE NEAREST THOUSANDTH)
 

2.685 

WRONGP JOHN YOU MUST HAVE LOOKED UP THE WRONG VALUE OR NOT
 

CORRECTED FOR BARK THICKNESS. CHECK THE TABLE AGAIN.
 

USE APPENDIX TABLE lI P?. 262-271 IN AVERY.
 
B= ? '(TO THE NEAREST THOUSANDTH)
 

2.885 

CORRECTo JOHN B = 2.885. 

WHAT IS THE VALUE OF M? (NEAREST THOUSANDTH)
 

2.521
 

CORRECT, JOHN M = 2.521. 

' NOW WHAT IS THE VALUE OF. T? (NEAREST THOUSANDTH) 

2.692 

I JUST DON'T SEE HOW YOU COULD GET AN ANSWER LIKE THAT. PLEASE
 

WATCH WHAT YOU ARE DOING. T = 2.292. CHECK THIS THROUGH AND SEE
 
WHAT YOU DID WRONG. 



NOWi, JOHN TELL' ME THE VOLUME'OOF THE, LOG'USING NEWTON'SEQUATION. 
V= ? t(NEAREST HUNDREDTH) 

40.70 

EXCELLENT JOHN V, = 40.70. 

YOU REALIZE, JOHN. THAT'NEWTON'S FORMULA REQUIRES ,THhEE CROSS 
SECTION MEASUREMENTS. THIS IS EXPENSIVE AND PERHAPS MORE REFINED 
THAN WE NEED, EXCEPT FOR RESEAhCH AND EXPEhIMENTAL WORK. THERE 
ARE TWO APPhOXIMAT ON FORMULAS IN COMMON USE, WHILE NOT AS 'ACCURATE 
AS NEWTON'S, ARE MOEE PRACTICAL. THEY ARE:
 

A. V=(B + T)L/2v SMALIAN'S FORMULA
 
B. V=(M)L, HUBER'S FORMULA
 

WHICH OF THESE FORMULAS WOULD BE MOST USEFUL FOR ESTIMATING VOLUMES
 
OF LOGS STACKED ON THE DECK AT A MILL? A? OR B?
 

f 
B
 

WRONG' JOHN WHO WOULD WANT TO MOVE SEVERAL TONS OF LOGS'ABOUT 
JUST TO MEASURE THEIR MID DIANTER? FORMULA A WOULD BE EASIEST.
 

NOWo JOHN CALCULATE THE VOLUME OF THE LOG GIVEN IN THE, PREVIOUS 
PROBLEM USING SMALIAN'S AND HUBER'S FOpMULAS. 

V= ? (SMALIAN) (NEAREST HUNDREDTH) 

41942 

GOOD' JOHN p V - 41.42.
 

NOW CALCULATE V USING HUBER'S FORMULA. 'V ? (HUBER) 
'(TO THE NEAREST HUNDREDTH) 

40.34
 

EXCELLENT, JOHN V = 40.34.
 

NOW JOHN i IF OUR LOG WERE AN IDEAL FRUSTUit? OF'A PARABOLOID
 
OR CONES NEWTON'S FORMULA WOULD GIVE ITS EXACT VOLUME. HOW DO
 
HUBER'S AND SMALIAN'S FOMULAS COMPARE WITH NEWTON'S? HIGH? OR LOW?
 
HUBER' S?
 

LOW
 

IN THE-NEXT SESSION Wi'E
 
RIGHT, HUBER'S IS LOW AND SMALIAN'S IS HIGH.,,
 
WILL'DISCUSS, HY,
 

DO YOU OR SOMEONE'ELSE,WISH,TO :STARITTHE LESSON 'AGAIN?''YES? NO?
 


